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**Reviewer's report:**

This is an exceptionally well-conceived and important study. The manuscript is well written. The proposed trial represents an attempt to replicate the methodology of the landmark Demant study. This is critically important because the Demant study was the first successful example of pain phenotype stratification.

It is also important to characterize further the analgesic efficacy of lacosamide for chronic neuropathic pain conditions given the conflicting clinical trial results (using BOCF assumptions) from the neuropathy studies.

Additional detail is needed as to how the investigators will "verify" neuropathic pain--is there an independent panel that will review the screened patients from the referring centers? More explicit detail as to how predominantly-nociceptive syndromes will be excluded is also needed. For example, it is not clear if subjects with chronic lumbar radicular pain syndromes or complex regional pain syndrome will be included in the proposed study population. Clarification as to how syndromes, such as those in which active peripheral inflammation may be sensitizing peripheral nociceptors, will be handled and the relevance of ongoing peripheral inflammation to phenotypic differentiation is needed.

The assessment of expectation and blinding are critical elements of the design. Inclusion of these elements strengthens the proposed design.

The authors should clarify the use of the term "peripheral" neuropathic pain as used in the title and elsewhere in the manuscript. My understanding is that they propose to exclude central neuropathic etiologies (e.g. post stroke pain, Spinal cord injury related pain) but some readers will be confused by the mechanistic investigation of descending modulation-- a form of modulation that localizes to the central nervous system.
The relatively low anticipated drop out rate of 1:6 for a lacosamide-naive population seems overly optimistic and, as the authors concede, there is a risk that the study's assay sensitivity from such a small sample will be too low to detect a true treatment difference using a drug that did not consistently show significant analgesic benefit in far larger pivotal studies.
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